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CHAPT3R I.
K1S13D FOR TH"? PRflSTSNT STUDY
A dominant characteristic of this generation
is its tendency to take things for granted and its lack
of interest in the "dei ex ma china" which make possible
the ease with which modern life progresses.
A checking account, by most people, is regarded
merely as a simplified bookkeeping procedure and a con-
venient method of paying bills. So long as Mr. Jones is
able to maintain a sufficient balance in the bank to meet
the checks to be cashed, his worry ends there. Little or
no interest is evidenced in the systematical process to
which the check is subjected from the time that it leaves
his book until it returns to him with his bank statement.
"^ven after having studied the general principles
of Economics and Money and Banking, if I may be pardoned
this personal allusion, I was unable to define the ex-
pression "Par Collection System" when I saw it mentioned
in a pamphlet. In fact, were it not that the pamphlet
referred to banking, I would at once have associated the
phrase with the stock market because of the word "par".
I questioned a number of my friends, graduates of recognized
universities, active in the business world, and found that
they, too, were unable to give me a spontaneous and fairly
correct definition of the expression. A search of the
library near my home disclosed the fact that few books
contained e ven a reference to the Par Collection System.
Consequently, I concluded that it would be worth v/hile to
investigate this subject with the result tha.t my Easter's
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thesis is now being devoted to an analysis of the manner
in which the Federal Reserve Board regulates the handling
of checks from the time that they arp presented over the
counter of a par list bank until the final bjokkeeping
entries ar^ made and the check is cancelled.
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CHAPTER II
METHOD TO BE FOLLC WED
It has been my purpose, throughout this thesis,
to find the facts in connection with the Par Collection
System and to present those facts in simple, clear "English,
I have tried to write the subject matter in a form closely
resembling an outline so that the reader maybe able to
see almost at a glance just what I am discussing at any
point. It has not been my intention to write in an
interesting, enthusiastic style. I prefer to leave that
for the pen of a fiction writer. Everybody is so hurried
today, there is so little time for slow, leisurely re-
search, that the outline style of writing is, perhaps, the
most welcome. In deciding upon the style of writing for
my thesis, I have borne in mind the pressure under which
my possible readers may be working and the advantage to
them of being able to find the main facts immediately.
The subject - "The Par Collection oyster;." - must,
of necessity, be handled cnronologi cally
.
Therefore, I
have started with the earliest Federal Reserve Board reports
pertaining tj the system and have traced the various trends
ana innovations in its development from 1916 through
If from this thesis one obtains a more compre-
hensive knowledge of this special phase of the activities
of the Federal Reserve System, even if college students are
able only to define the Par Collection System without think-
ing of stocks and bonds, I shall fe^l that th^ purpose of
my thesis has been accomplished.
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VOLUNTARY PAR COLLECTION SYSTEE
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OUTLINE OF CHAPTER Hi
THE VOLUNTARY PAR COLLECTION SYSTEM
I. Disadvantages of the Voluntary Collection System
a. objection to having checks charged to banks
before they can examine them
b. overdrawing balances with Federal Reserve
Banks
c. impossibility of extending system within
or beyond district lines
d. reduction of resources of Federal Reserve
Banks by overdrawing of member banks'
accounts
e. limited number of banks on which checks
could be handled at par
f. unwilli ngness of banks to join the system
and relinquish exchange charges
g. lack of provision for remitting banks to
be supplied with return postage
h. loss of interest on money deposited as
available balance with Federal Reserve Banks
II. Favorable Reaction of Some Federal Reserve Banks
a. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis - 370
member banks voluntarily agreed to have accounts
charged immediately with items drawn on them
b. Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis - number
of banks on par list increased
c. Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City - many
nonmember banks agreed to remit at par for
their own and competitors' checks
d. Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas - voluntary
system of their own met with extensive co-
operation
III. Opinion of the Federal Reserve Board
a. unlikelihood of voluntary plan ever to be
substantial factor in clearance and collec-
tion system of the country
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THE VOLUNTARY COLLECTION SY8TE1
The year 1916 marked the transition from
the voluntary collection system to the compulsory
par collection system which was inaugurated by the
Federal Reserve Board on July 15.
D i sadvantag es of_ t
h
e Voluntary Collection System
In making their annual reports to the
Federal Reserve Board, practically every Federal
Reserve Bank in the twelve districts offered cri-
ticism of tn° voluntary collection system. The
principal arguments were that:
1. banks objected to having checks charged
to their accounts before they had an
opportunity to examine tnem /Report of
District No. 1 - Boston - 1916 - page 206/
2. member banks had difficulty in maintaining
adequate balances with the Federal Reserve
Bank of their district as a result of which
there were frequent overdrafts. /Report of
District No. 1 - Boston - 1916 - page 206/
3. it was impossible, on a voluntary basis, to
extend the system materially either within
the district or across district lines /Re-
port of District No . 2 - New York - 1916 -
page 231/
4. the Federal Reserve Banks found their re-'
sources reduced by the overdrawing of
member banks' accounts /Report of District
No. 2 - New York - 1916 - page 231/
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5. checks were handled only on such member
banks as allowed the Federal Reserve Bank
of tne district to charge the items to their
accounts the day they were deposited /Report
of District Ko. 7 - Chicago - 1916 - page 336/
6. Actual collection of checks was limited in
number and amount because of the unwillingness
of banks to join the system ana give up ex-
change charges /Report of District Sat, 9 -
Minneapolis - 1916 - page 380/
7. no provision was made in 1916 to supply banks
remitting at par with return postage /Report
of District No. 10 - Kansas City - 1916 -
page 403/
8. the limited number of iter.s collectable through
the .Federal Reserve Bank made the service of
so little value to joining banks that it did
not compensate trie:, for the loss of exchange
charges /Report of District No. 12 - San
Francisco - 1916 - page 458/
9. the member banks buffered a loss of interest
on the money which they had to deposit as an
available balance with the Federal Reserve
Bank of the district and with their corres-
pondents /Report of District Ko . 5 - Richmond
- 1916 - page 305/.
OB 8B Jiscqsb
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Favorable Reaction of
Some Federal Reserve Banks
It is interesting to note that the Federal
Reserve Banks in a few districts were not actively
opposed to the voluntary collection system and were,
apparently, managing it successfully. District No . 8 -
St. Louis - reported that approximately 370 member banks
deposited their checks for handling, and that the member
banks had voluntarily agreed to have their accounts
charged with checks drawn on them the day those items
were received by the St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank.
The Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis,
located in District No. 9, stated that the chief benefit
they had derived from the voluntary collection plan was
to increase tne number of banks on their par list of
member banks - quite the contrary of the experiences of
other Federal Reserve districts!
By means of c&refully-planned letters and prompt
attention to all correspondence the Federal Reserve Bank
of Kansas City, District No, 10, explained the workings
of the voluntary collection system to both members and
nonmembers. As a result, a large majority of the member
banks were willing to handle items at par on nonmembers
in the same city. Many nonmember banks agreed to remit
for their own checks and those of competitors at par.
District No. 11 in Dallas, Texas, introduced
a voluntary collection system of their own which met
with the extensive co-operation of the member and non-
member banks. Their report reflects an optimistic
4JBM
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attitude toward the situation.
In commenting on the voluntary collection system,
the .Federal Reserve Board says: /Annual Report of the
Federal Reserve Board - 1916 - Page 9/f
"The Board found that the introduction of a
general and effective clearance and collection system
was a highly technical matter, involving legal questions
and many complexities of practice. It was calculated to
arouse the opposition of many banks, due to the loss of
revenue from the exchange on checks which they had been
accustomed to charge. The Board thought best at first,
therefore, to leave the actual initiative in the matter
largely to the Federal Reserve Banks and st their in-
stance to authorize, a voluntary system of clearance and
collection in which member banks mi^ht or might not
participate as they chose. Such a system was in fact
put into effect by each of the Federal Reserve Banks,
and for a time it was hoped that it would prove effective.
Experience, however, soon showed that the plan v/as not
sufficiently comprehensive, and that many factors were
militating against its success. The number of members
did not increase materially, and in some districts
declined. There were conditions which indicated that
the existence of the system in the form then adopted
was a hardship to certain classes of banks, which the
plan did not attain, and seemed unlikely ever to reach,
such a plane of efficiency as to make it a substantial
factor in the clearance and collection system of the
country .
"
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THE COMPULSORY PAR COLLECTION SYSTEM

OUTLINE OF CHAPTO IV.
THE COMPULSORY PAR COLLECTION SYSTEM
I. Provisions of Far Collection System on Compulsory
Basis Inaugurated July 15, 1916
a. to receive at par from all member banks
and from such nonmember banks as could
be collected at par checks
b. to give immediate credit for all items
received
c. to count proceeds as reserve only when
checks are actually collected
d. to forward checks received to member banks
e. to charge their accounts when enough time
has elapsed to receive advice of payment
f . to assess member banks on a par item basis
to cover expenses
II. Advantages of the Compulsory Par Collection System
a. recognition of time element
b. increase in the volume of checks handled
c. reduction of scattered balances
d. adoption of availability schedules to
increase efficiency in halding checks
e. increase in membership on par list
III. Analysis of Clearings Statistics from Three Districts
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COMPULSOHY FAR COLLECT 101 SYSTn
The compulsory par collection system was put
into actual operation on July 15, 1916. Under this new
system Federal Reserve Banks are authorized: /Annual
Report of red <=>ral Reserve Board - 1916 - jjapes 9 and 10/
1. to receive at par from their member banks
checks drawn on all member banks and checks drawn on
all nonmember banks which could b c collected at par
2. to give immediate credit upon receipt for
all items r°cpived
3. not to count proceeds as reserve nor to make
them available to me^t checks drawn until actually
c ollected
4. to forward direct to member banks checks so
received
5. to charge them to th*ir accounts after
sufficient time nas elapsed within which to receive
advice of payment
6. to assess member banks using collection de-
partment facilities on a par item basis to cover the
expense of conducting such a department.
It is believed by the Federal Reserve Board
that checks on practically all banks in the United
States can b° collected at par by Federal Reserve
Banks since any bank would b* likely to lose desirable
business if its checks ar» at a discount when checks
drawn upon comp^ti tors circulate at par.
-8-
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Let us turn now to the reports of the
district banks and see what comments they have to
make on the compulsory ^ar collection system. The
difficulties experienced with the inauguration of
it are frankly admitted by some of the Federal Reserve
Banks and are concerned with:
1. the necessity for educating member banks to
the use of the collection department of the
Federal Reserve Bank /Reports of Districts
No. 1 and No. 2 - 1916 - pages 207 and 234/
2. the lack of differential between items at
par and items on State banks which decline
to remit at par under the uniform collection
charges established by some clearing houses.
/Report of District No. 5 - Richmond - 1916
- page 505/
Only two objections to the inauguration of
the compulsory $>ar collection system compares very
favorably with the nine criticisms of the voluntary
collection system. Perhaps it would not be amiss,
at this j.;oint, to list the advantages of the ^resent
system - advantages which the Kederal Reserve Banks
specifically mentioned in their reports for 1916.
1. Checks are not charged to a member bank's
account until sufficient time has elapsed
for it to advise payment or, in the case of
checks on nonmember banks, until the receipt
of remittances to cover /Report of District
No. 1 - Boston - 1916 - ^age 206/
VI ?i
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2. In the case of the Boston Federal neserve
Bank, the clearing system has brought to
Boston banks from out-of-town banks and from
their commercial depositors a volume of busi-
ness which formerly went to Albany, Philadel-
phia, and other collection points. This ex-
perience was probably true of other districts.
3. Balances, formerly scattered over the country,
have b^en greatly reduced and used to increased
advantage. /Report of District No . 1 - Boston •
1916 - page 209/
4. An availability schedule was adopted by each
Federal Reserve Bank to show the number of
days which must elapse before the proceeds of
items deposited would become available as
reserve or to be drawn against. In this way,
the time element was recognized. /Report of
District Ho. 2 - New York - 1916 - page 232/
5. ^very district reports that the number and
value of the items presented to it for collec-
tion have been increasing every month since
July 15, 1916.
6. Exchange charges on cnecks collectable through
Federal Reserve Banks have b^°n either reduced
or abolished. /Report of District No. 7 -
Chicago - 1916 - page 336/
7. District No. 9 - Minneapolis - specifically
mentions an increase in the par list /page 380/
fa. Out of 1,286 nonmember banks in District No.
12 - San Francisco - checks on 1,102 are now
being collected without deduction for exchange.
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From the statistics and favorable comments
offered by practically every Federal Reserve District,
it would seem that the compulsory ^ar collection system
is destined to n;eet with marked success.
An analysis of the clearings statistics
presented by the Federal Reserve Banks of the various
districts shows that in no case was there a decrease
either in the number of iteuis handled or in their
amount from July 15 to December 30, 1916 in comparison
with the items handled during the first six months of
the year. A few typical statements of clearings are
given on the succeeding pages to illustrate the growth
of the par collection system once it was changed from
voluntary to compulse ry.
-II-
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DISTRICT NO. 1 - BOoTON
IN UJiii HJjli \Jj XI AEtiUUJNl Ui.* i 1 Hilda
%) anuary "^A T7R
•jp o4,Uyi,lo<i,01
February 28,188 33,008,206.88
nl- q >» r» Vl OX | o«j t AO ^.07 QA9 9A
A r>T i 1 P9 073 31 fiO^ 9Q7 Ofi
Mb vnltXjf OX | O JO AA 977 "^7
Til np PQ 774
July )July 15
to
August )August 31 1,239,111 208,610,253.—
September 823,112 160,872,273.--
October 906,093 199,201,275.—
November 903,564 214,980,584.--
December 975,865 219,119,839.—
TOTALS 5,031,070 $1,247,356,961.24
/Compiled from statistics presented in Schedules 19 and 21 -
pages 217 and 219 of the Annual Report for District No . 1 -
1916/
(Please note that these figures do not represent mere copy-
ing of digits from the report of District No. 1, but that
they involved groupings and additions of various statistics.)
a - i
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represents the volume of items handled.
represents the amount of the items handled.
Th» lin^ representing the volume of items is figured in
thousands, whilp the amount of the items is in millions.
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D ISTRICT NO. 3 - PHILADELPHIA
MOUTH IJUJk.jDPiR Uj.1 11 - Lb AkU UJn 1 \Jj} 11 E iij b
January ±01 , o4 / $ yu , o / 1 , ouo
.
PebruE^ry i 7 n AA C y0 , 04o , 066
Lar ch 140 , 044 it/; rffi^ 7oi
April 141 , Deo 1 1Q A D.P. QO Tiiy , 4oo , yoo
May 102 ,0/1 i 7i Tire q o alol , 1 / /
,
odO
.
June 163
,
/DO i4o , /do , yio
July 277,813 188,773,060.
August 529,564 251,973,481.
September 573,658 285,617,246.
0 ctober 703,262 365,481,021.
November 711,514 378,650.494.
December 782,488 442,044,326.
TOTALS 4,470,743 §2,612,852,108.
/Annual Report of District No. 3 - 1916 - Page 274/
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, XSO , X8±> , £d£ SdS.SOV TaooJoO
.*e& ( oed ( 8?s . *xc,xxv usdaevotf
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VV> erjsH - 3X^X - 6 . - Jjiitaia 1c u*aoc,9>i XsunnA\
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represents the volume of items handled
represents the amount of the items handled.
The line representing the volume of items is figured in
thousands, while the amount of the items is in millions.
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DISTRICT NO. 4 - CLEVELAND
III ONTH \ttti titit i rf^ira w (Sift nv i AMOUNT 0J? ITFIl'iS
January 52, 454 $ 19,926,000.
February 44 , 364 16 , 554 , 000.
March 51 , 916 24,803, 600.
April 45 , 778 28, 887 , 000.
Kay 55 , 549 50,416,100.
June 71,084 56,306,300.
July 145,586 80,221,950.
Augus t 286,668 120,685,287.
September 354,174 163,662,697.
October 397,818 189,574,370.
November 392,587 219,220,650.
December 445,951 209,933,421.
TOTALS 2,343,930 .$1,200,191,375.
/Compiled from Schedules submitted with the Annual Report
of District No. 4 - Cleveland - 1916 - Page 292/
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represents the volume of item^ handled,
•represents the amount of the items handled.
Th*=? linp representing the volume of items is figured in
thousands, while the amount of the items is in millions.
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GROWTH OF TH^ COMPULSORY PAR COLLECTION SYSTEM

OUTLIER 01 CHAPTER V.'.
GROWTH OF THE COMPULSORY PAR COLLECTION SYSTEM
I. Reasons for the Growth of the System in 1918
a. Elimination of service charge
b. changes in the rules of the New York
Clearing House
c. increase in par list
II. Hesitancy of Nonmember Banks to Join Par List
III. The Leased-Wire System
a. for purpose of promoting efficiency
in handling of telegraphic transfer,
and of affording quicker communication
between headquarters in Washington and
the twelve Federal Reserve districts
IV. Summary of Activities in 1918
V. Promotion of a Universal Par Remittance System
a. authorization of Federal Reserve Board
to collect at par on every bank in the
respective Federal Reserve districts
b. opposition to the system felt in Atlanta,
Minneapolis, and Kansas City districts
VI. Progress of District No. 1 - Boston
a. permission granted Boston banks to deposit
all checks on New England banks in one
package
VII. Use Made of Leased-Wire System
a. District No. 5 - extends use to member
banks for transaction of their business
b. time required to collect checks reduced
one-half
VIII. Opposition to Compulsory Par Collection System
a. begins to assume a more serious character
IX. Progress Made in 1921
a. privilege extended to additional banks to
send checks on banks in other districts
direct to those districts
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OUTLINE OF CHAPTER V.
GROWTH OF THE COMPULSORY PAR COLLECTION SYSTEM
IX. Progress Made In 1921
b. average amount for which check is drawn
decreases with increase in number of items
handled indicating a more widespread use
of checks in settlement of transactions
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GROwTH OF THE COMPULSORY PAR COLLECTION SY3TEL'
The year 1917 witnessed a steady growth in
the number and amount of itetus handled by the Federal
Reserve Banks and an increase in the number of non-
member banks joining the par list.
Luring 1918, however, the growth of the system
was even more rapid due to several factors which will be
mentioned a little later. Just to obtain an idea of the
importance of 1918 in the growth of the par collection
system, a few comparative statistics are given below:
During 1917 30-day Period October 15
Ending June 15, to
1918 Nov. 15,1918
Daily Average Number
of Items Handled by
Federal Reserve Banks 276,000 485,600x1 828,000x2
Daily Average Amount
of Those Items $190,000,000 $385,060,000x3 35 56,943,00)
x4
xl - increase of over Q0% x3 - increase of 70$
x2 - increase of over 100$ x4 - increase of 45$
/Compiled from statistics on page 74 of the Annual Report
of the Federal Reserve Board for 1918/
Number of Member Number of Nonmember
Banks Banks on Par List
November 15, 1917 7,826 9,210
December 15, 1918 8,612 10,409
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REASONS FOR THE GROWTH OF THE SYSTEM IN 1918
1 • Eliminati o n of Service Charge
Much of the growth in the volume of items
handled and in tne number of nonmember banks joining the
par list is attributable to the elimination on July 1 of
any service charge for checks on members and nonmember banks
on the par list.
In June of 1917 /Annual Report of the Federal
Reserve Board for 1918 - page 76/ it was decided that
member or nonmember banks could make a reasonable charge,
to be regulated by the Federal Reserve Board, but not to
exceed ten cents per One Hundred Dollars or fraction
thereof. No such charges were to be made against the
Federal Reserve Banks. At the end of 1917 member banks
were being assessed by the Federal Reserve Banks from
nine-tenths of a cent to one and one-half cents per item
to defray the cost of postage, stationery, and accounting.
The charge was modified early in 1918 by some
of the banks in this way: 500 checks from each member
bank were taken free, but all checks in excess of that
number were to be subject to the usual service charge.
Finally, on July 1, 1918 it was decided to do
away with the service charge entirely so that Federal
Reserve Banks now collect all checks on member banks and
nonmember banks on tne par list without any collection
charge. This decision brought about a gradual increase in
the number of banks added to the par list as will be seen
from an examination of the following table for the first
six districts.
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Number of Member Banks in District: also Number of Non-
member Banks on Par List in Each Federal Reserve District
During 1918. (The first column of figures for each district
indicates the number of member banks in the district, the
second column of figures the number of nonmeraber banks on
par list)
.
BOSTON NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CLEVELAND RICHMOND ATLANTA
403 249 667 397 638 312 769 549 533 264 392 184
406 254 674 392 642 315 771 564 535 262 394 184
410 252 678 388 642 315 769 619 536 261 396 196
413 249 680 384 645 317 771 626 540 259 397 199
414 249 684 379 646 319 775 628 540 287 403 194
416 249 686 376 646 321 775 635 543 341 407 197
416 249 689 371 646 325 782 690 546 345 411 200
417 248 703 360 649 325 785 706 549 359 412 201
418 248 703 360 653 325 798 697 554 356 414 203
421 245 713 347 655 328 808 689 559 351 418 205
421 244 717 345 656 328 806 688 560 349 420 206
422 246 721 341 660 329 812 731 560 351 421 209
423 246 723 339 661 329 814 728 565 351 426 209
Note: The figures given above are arranged according to months
beginning with the 15th of January through the 15th of December
and then for the sixteen days from December 15 through December 31,
^REFERENCE: Annual Report of the Federal Reserve Board, 1918,
Page 206/
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RSASONS FOR THT5 GROWTH OF TH"^ SYSTEM IN 1918
II. Changes in tne Rul e s of the New York Clearing House
The changes in the rules of the New York
Clearing House also accounted for the increased volume
of items handled by the Federal Reserve Banks of Boston
and Hew York. Boston profited particularly from the rule
which made it necessary for N°w York banks to collect all
checks through the Federal Reserve Banks if they were not
able to effect collection of them as expeditiously through
their other correspondents.
The Federal Reserve Bank of New York in its
Annual Report for 1918 mentions specifically the rule of
the clearing house which provided that its members should
neither pay a higher charge for the collection of checks
on banks on Federal Reserve par list than would be charged
in collecting such item3 through the Federal Reserve Banks,
nor allow the paying bank to hold back remittance beyond
the day on which the item is received.
III. Increase in Far List
The increase in the number of banks throughout
the United States on which checks could be collected by
Federal Reserve Banks at par, from 17,144 in January to
18,997 in December, has also made it easier to operate
the par collection system.
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Hesitancy of Nonmember 3ank3 to Join Par List
In commenting on the hesitancy of nonmember
banks to join the par list, the Federal Reserve Board
stresses the fact tht.t the par od llection system is not
a local or a selfish enterprise for the benefit of member
banks, but that it is a national undertaking devoted to
the greater convenience of the public and to the promotion
of commerce. For that reason, concentrated and persistent
efforts are going to be made to complete the par list.
The Leased-Wire System
The leased-wire system was put into operation
during the week of June 3 for the purpose of giving prompt
attention and efficient service to the member banks in
telegraphic transfer, and also of affording quicker commu-
nication between the Treasury and the Federal Reserve Board
at Washington and the various Federal Reserve Banks. The
installation of this system has brought out a minimum of
delays in the transmission of telegraphic transfers from
one section of the country to another. The number of
such transactions consummated daily indicates the appre-
ciation of the member banks of the facilities afforded.
Summary of 1918
When we summarize the activities of the par
collection system during 1918, we discover that they con-
sist of:
a. an increased number of banks on par list
b. an increased number and amount of items
handled
c. the abolition of the service charge
d. the installation of the leased-wire system
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PROMOTION OF A UNIVERSAL PAH REMITTANCE SYSTEM
The dominant motive for the activity of the
Federal Reserve Banks in 1919 was to attain a universal
par remittance system with all banks on the par list.
The Federal Reserve Board authorized the Federal Reserve
Banks early in the year to collect at par on every bank
in their respective districts. As a result of carefully
planned campaigns, or education through corresp jndence
and personal interview, the Federal Reserve Banks were
able, in many cases, to attain 100% membership on the
par lists in their respective districts.
Some localities objected to the provisions which
require Federal Reserve Banks to receive from their member
banks, at par, checks and drafts payable on presentation
and which prescribe that no charge be made against the
Federal Reserve Banks for remitting such checks. This
opposition is felt principally in the Atlanta, Minneapolis,
and Fansas City districts.
PROGRESS OF DISTRICT NO. 1 - BOSTON
It is a matter of local pride that the Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston took the initiative all the way
through in the development of the par collection system.
When other banks were debating and working on plans for
the handling of checks on some banks at par, the Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston made it possible for all banks
in New England to remit for their checks at par.
Now, in 1919, we find this Federal Reserve Bank
jjermitting Boston banks to deposit in one package all
checks on New England banks instead of requiring separate
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packages for each bank. The result was, of course, that
the number of items handled daily increased perceptibly.
District No. 5 /Annual Report of District No. 5
- Richmond - 1919 - Page 368/ made extensive use of their
private leased wires. Whenever they could transact busi-
ness for member banks by means of the leased-wire system,
they did so without cost to the member banks. The leased-
wire system between all Federal Reserve Banks and branches
has reduced the time required to collect checks all over
the United States for member banks by one-half the time
required under the old mail system.
OPPOSITION TO COMPULSORY PAR COLLECTION SYSTEM
The Opposition, previously referred to, on the
part of some nonmember banks took a more vigorous forn
in 1920. Court interpretation of the meaning of the
provisions and amendments of the Federal Reserve Act
relating to the par collection system was necessary in
some instances. Yet, in spite of that, every bank in nine
of the twelve Federal Reserve districts was on the par
list. However, unless the Supreme Court of the United
States reverses the decision of the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals, the Federal Reserve Board will assume
that Congress desires the Federal Reserve Banks to con-
tinue to develop and perfect the Federal Reserve par
collection system,
1921 was rather a colorless year in th c develop-
ment of the par collection system. No unusual deviations
from the prescribed course were made. All the Federal
Reserve Banks reported an increased number of items
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handled during the year, and /Annual Report of the Federal
Reserve Board - 1921 - Pages 68, 69, and 70/ a more ex-
tensive use of the facilities offered by the Federal Reserve
Banks
.
District No. 2 (New York) extended to additional
banks the privilege of sending checks on banks in other
Federal Reserve districts direct to the Federal Reserve
Banks in those districts. Arrangements were also made in
eleven counties of the district so that member banks in
those counties might forward their local checks to the
banks on which they were drawn, and advise the Federal
Reserve Bank at the same time of the amounts. This
arrangement meant a saving in time of at least two days
in the collection of such local items.
District No. 3 in its Annual Report for 1921
comments on the fact that while the number of items
handled during the year has increased, the average amount
for which the check was drawn has decreased. This would
seem to indicate that the check, as a means of payment, is
coming into more common use even in small transactions.
The efficient manner in which the Federal Reserve Banks
make their reports is worthy of c emendation. The pride
they take in the prompt, systematic handling of the duties
entrusted to them is illustrative of the trend toward
scientific management of business.
Before we enter into detail about the opposition
which some banks legally made to the par collection system,
let us review the rules passed by the Federal Reserve Board
in connection with the operation of the system.
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LAVv SUITS INSTITUTED AGAINST THE tAR COLLECTION SYSTEM
;sC?
rT8Y£ SfO I T OSTtlJOO nA4. UTT TSUIACA iIFTUTI'P8in ETIU8 VA,
OUTLINE OS CHAPTER VI,
LAW SUITS INSTITUTED AGAINST THE PAR COLLECTION SYSTEM
I. Provisions of the federal Reserve Act
a. quotations from the legislation of
Section 13
b. quotations from the provisions of
Section 16
II. Regulations of the Federal Reserve Board
a. General Requirements
b. checks received for collection
c. terms of collection
d. other rules and regulations
III. Atlanta Par Clearance Case
a. exoneration of the Federal Reserve Bank
of Atlanta of all charges of coercion
and wrongful intent
b. Federal Reserve Banks prohibited from
paying exchange charges
IV. Richmond Par Clearance Case
a. involved validity of statute passed by
state of North Carolina
b. statute held to be constitutional
V. Pascagoula National Bank vs. Federal Reserve Bank
of Atlanta
a. decision of Court complete victory for
Federal Reserve system
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In Section 13 of the Federal Reserve Act, entitled
"Powers of Federal Reserve Banks" we find the following
definition of those powers. /The Federal Reserve Act -
Page 26/ It should be noted here that such sections as do
not pertain directly to the par collection system have been
omitted from the quotation.
"Any Federal Reserve Bank solely for the pur-
poses of exchange or of collection, may receive from any
nonmernber bank or trust company deposits of current funds in
lawful money, national-bank notes, Federal Reserve notes,
checks and drafts payable upon presentation, or maturing notes
and bills:
"PROVIDED: such nonmernber bank or trust company main-
tains with the Federal Reserve Bank of its district a balance
sufficient to offset the items in t ransit held for its account
by the Federal Reserve Bank.
"PROVIDED, further: that nothing in this or any other
section of this act shall be construed as prohibiting a member
or nonmernber bank from making reasonable charges , to be deter-
mined and regulated by tne Federal Reserve Board, but in no case
to exceed 10 cents per $100 or fraction thereof, based on the
total of checks and drafts presented at any one time, for
collection or payment of checks and drafts and remission there-
for by exchange or otherwise; but no such charges shall be
made against the Federal Reserve Banks."
Section 16 of the Federal Reserve Act j^The Federal
Reserve Act, Page 40/ provides that:
"Every Federal Reserve Bank shall receive on deposit at
par from member banks or from Federal Reserve Banks checks and
drafts drawn upon any of its depositors, and when remitted by
a Federal Reserve Bank, checks and drafts drawn by any depositor
in any otner Federal Reserve Bank or member bank upon funds to
the credit of said depositor insaid Reserve Bank or member bank.
Nothing herein contained shall be construed as prohibiting a
member bank from charging its actual expense incurred in
collecting and remitting funds, or for exchange sold to its
patrons
,
"The Federal Reserve Board shall, by rule, fix the
charges to be collected by the member banks from its patrons
whose checks are cleared through the Federal Reserve Bank and
the charge which may be imposed for the service of clearing or
collection rendered by tne Federal Reserve Bank."
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Let me remark, at this juncture, since this is
a thesis ahd not a book for publication, that it is not
my intention to quote the legislation of the Federal He-
serve Board as a means of "padding" this survey of the
par collection system, but that I consider its in-
clusion necessary for a thorough understanding of the
objections made by some banks to the system. These
banks instituted law cases which will be discussed after
the powers of the Federal Reserve Banks have been defined.
/Regulation J - Regulations of the Federal
Reserve Board, Series of 1928 - Pages 49 through 52/
"Section 16 of the Federal Reserve Act authorizes
the Federal Reserve Board to require each Federal Reserve
Bank to exercise the function of a clearing house for its
member banks, and section 13 of the Federal Reserve Act
as amended by the act approved June 21, 1917, authorizes
each Federal Reserve Bank to receive from any nonmember
bank or trust company solely for the purposes of exchange
or of collection, deposits of current funds in lawful
money, national-bank notes. Federal Reserve notes, checks
and drafts payable upon presentation, or maturing notes
and bills, provided such nonmember bank or trust company
maintains with its Federal Reserve Bank a balance suffi-
cient to offset the ite^s in transit held for its account
by the Federal Reserve Bank.
"Section II. General Requirements
"In pursuance of the authority vested in it
under these provisions of law, the Federal Reserve Board,
desiring to afford both to the public and to the various
banks of the country a direct, expeditious, and economical
system of check collection and settlement of balances, has
arranged to have each Federal Reserve Bank exercise the
functions of a clearing house and collect checks for such
of its member banks as desire to avail themselves of its
privileges and for such nonmember State banks and trust
companies as may maintain with the Federal Reserve Bank
balances sufficient to qualify them under the provisions
of section 13 to send items to Federal Reserve Banks for
purposes of exchange or of collection. Such nonmember
State banks and trust companies will hereinafter be
referred to as nonmember clearing banks.
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"Each Federal Reserve Bank shall exercise the
functions of a clearing house and collect checks under
the general terms and conditions hereinafter set forth,
and each member bank and nonmember clearing bank shall
cooperate fully in trie system of check clearance and
collection for which provision is herein made.
"Section III. Checks Received for Collection
1. "Each Federal Reserve Bank will receive at par
from its member banks and from nonmember clearing banks
in its district, checks drawn on all member and nonmember
clearing banks, and checks drawn on all jther nonmember
banks whicn are collectable at par in funds acceptable
to the Federal Reserve Bank of the district in which
such nonmember banks are located.
2. "Each Federal Reserve Bank will receive at par
from other Federal Reserve Banks, and from all member
and nonmember clearing banks in other Federal Reserve
districts which are authorized to route direct for the
credit of their respective Federal Reserve Banks, checks
drawn on all other nonmember banks of its district which
are collectable at par in funds acceptable to the collect-
ing Federal Reserve Bank.
3. "No Federal Reserve Bank shall receive on
deposit or for collection any check drawn on any non-
member bank which can not be collected at par in funds
acceptable to the Federal Reserve Bank of the district
in which such nonmember bank is located.
"Section V. Terms of Collection
"The Federal Reserve Board hereby authorizes
the Federal Reserve Banks to handle such checks subject
to the following terms and conditions; and each member
and nonmember clearing bank which sends checks to any
Federal Reserve Bank for deposit or collection shall by
such action be deemed
to authorize the Federal Reserve Banks
to handle such checks subject to the
following terms and conditions
to warrant its own authority to give the
Federal Reserve Banks such authority
to agree to indemnify any Federal Reserve
Bank for any loss resulting from the failure
of such sending bank to have such authority.
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1. "A federal Reserve Bank will act only as
agent of the bank from which it receives such checks
and will assume no liability except f jr its own
negligence and its guaranty of prior indorsements.
2. "A Federal Reserve Bank may present such
checks for payment or send such checks for collection
direct to the bank on which they are drawn or at which
they are payable, or in its discretion may forward them
to another agent with authority to present them for pay-
ment or send them for collection direct to the bank on
which they are drawn or at which they are payable.
3. "A Federal Reserve Bank may in its discretion
and at its option either directly or through an agent,
accept either cash or bank drafts in payment of or in
remittance for such checks and shall not be held liable
for any loss resulting from the acceptance of bank drafts
in lieu of cash, nor for the failure of the drawee bank
or any agent to remit for such checks, nor for the non-
payment of any bank draft accepted in payment or as a
remittance from the drawee bank or any agent.
4. "Checks received by a Federal Reserve Bank on
its member or nonmember clearing banks will ordinarily
be forwarded or presented direct tj such banks, and such
banks will be required to remit or pay therefor at par in
cash or bank draft acceptable to the collecting Federal
Reserve Bank, or at the option of such Federal Reserve
Bank to authorize such Federal Reserve Bank to charge
their reserve accounts or clearing accounts; provided,
however, that any Federal 1 eserve Bank may reserve the
right in its check-collection circular to charge such
items to the reserve account or clearing account of any
such bank at any time when in any particular case the
Federal Reserve Bank deems it necessary to do so.
5. "Checks received by a Federal Reserve Bank
payable in other districts will be forwarded for collection
upon the terms and conditions herein provided to the
Federal Reserve Bank of the district in which such checks
are payable.
6. "The amount of any check for which payment in
actually and finally collected funds is not received shall
be charged back to the forwarding bank, regardless of
whether or not the check itself can be returned.
"Section VI. Other Rules and Regulations
"Each Federal Reserve Bank shall also promulgate
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rules and regulations nut inconsistent with the terms
of the law or of this regulation, governing the details
of its check clearing and collection operations. Such
rules and regulations shall be set forth by the Federal.
Reserve Banks in their letters of instruction to their
member and nonmember clearing banks and shall be binding
upon any member or nonmember clearing bank which sends
any cneck to such Federal Reserve Bank for the account
of such Federal Reserve Bank for col Lection .
"
a£ii9J Brit xttiw xenconi tun anc Lt&Lu*p% bcu& aelui
elisieb 9rf3 gniinsvog «noiw J6lu&9i eiflJ" ic 10 w«I srtJ 10
rlojjg .enoiJ^ieqo ncifoeiloo JbnjB siixi^elo :fo9rio 2J1 lo
Jsisbft'i ©rtf ^cf ittncl c!98 Iljsrie nc id-Bit; jjei ens aeiui
lierli oi nciiouiJ&ni lo eisttsl liefit ni 8^nj?£I 9VI939H
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LAW SUITS INSTITUTED AGAINST PAR COLLECTION SYSTELi
With the provisions of the Federal Reserve
Act, pertaining to the par collection system, and the
regulations of the Federal Reserve Board clearly in
mind, we now turn to a consideration of the suits brought
by some of the opposing nonmember banks.
The first indication of any serious opposition
by the nonmember banks is found in the Annual Report of
the Federal Reserve Board for 1922 when the Board defines
the extent of its powers and explains the point of view
it maintains toward its duties and obligations. In 1923
the United States Supreme Court handed down decisions on
two cases - the Atlanta and the Richmond par clearance
cases
.
"The Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta was fully
exonerated of all charges of coercion and wrongfulintent
/Annual Report of the 1 ederal Reserve Board - 1923 -
Page 49/ in its check-collection methods. The Court held
that it had acted not only entirely within its own rights,
but also without violating any right of the nonmember banks
involved in the case, which are not entitled to protection
against legitimate competition and whose loss of revenue
from exchange charges resulting from the superior collec-
tion f acili ties of the Federal Reserve systeiu must be
considered 'damnum absque injuria 1
. The decision also
stands for the proposition that Federal Reserve Banks are
prohibited from paying exchange charges on checks for-
warded by them for collection."
In the Richmond par clearance case we find
involved the validity of a statute passed by the state of
North Carolina. This statute authorized the State banks
to charge exchange on remittances covering checks drawn
on them. It further made such checks, whether presented
by or through a Federal Reserve Bank or any agent thereof,
payable at the option of th e drawee banks
, in exchange
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drafts on their reserve deposits unless payment in cash
had expressly been stipulated by the drawer of the check.
The Supreme Court held that:
1. this statute was constitutional
2. the Federal Reserve Board is not required
by law to establish a universal system
of par clearance
3. Federal Reserve Banks are not required to
receive for collection at par checks on
nonmember banks which refuse to remit at
par
4. Federal Reserve Banks can not pay exchange
charges.
Thus, we see from the decision of the United
States Supreme Court in these two cases that the Federal
Reserve Banks are authorized, not required, to collect any
check which is payable on presentation without deducting
any exchange charge; and that the check clearing system
should be voluntary in that unaffiliated nonmember banks
are not compelled to give up their right to charge exchange
and reciprocal in that nonmember banks which do not remit
at par for checks drawn on them should not be allowed to
share in the facilities of the par collection system.
On August 9, 1924 the Pascagoula National Bank
of l£oss Point, Mississippi, filed a bill of complaint
against the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta. The de-
cision rendered by the Court was a complete victory for
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the Federal Reserve system. The main points brought
out in the decision were:
1. that Federal Reserve Banks are not required
to give depositing member banks immediate
credit and availability for checks crawn on
other member banks in the Atlanta district
2. that member banks have no right to make an
"exchange charge" for remitting payment to
a Federal Reserve Bank for checks drawn on
themselves
3. that a Federal Reserve Bank may collect
checks on its own member banks and nonmember
clearing banks which come to it from other
dis tri cts
4. that a Federal Reserve Bank may handle checks
payable on presentation sent to it by its
member banks or nonmember clearing banks
whether payable within its own district or
not.
From a brief study of the joints brought out in
the decisions of th a United States Supreme Court we can
readily see how the nonmember banks sought to find a
loophole of escape from the rapidly increasing member-
ship in the par collection system.
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I
STATISTICS ON THS GROWTH 01' THE PAH COLLECTION SYSTEM
I. Growth of the Number of Banks on the Par List
II. Growth of the Volume and Amount of Items Handled
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GROWTH 01" T FE NUMBER 01 BASKS ON T TJ.^ PAR LIST
I ember Banks Nonmernber Banks
On Par List
Nonmernber .
No t on Par
y , Odd 16,499 3,996
y , 62y 19,139
iy2i 9 , 841 18,102
y , yio 17,822
iy23 y , oyo 16,725 2,896
1924 9,682 15,445 3,647
1925 9,489 14,643 3,970
1926 9,260 13,911 3,913
1927 9,034 13,247 3,910
1928 8,837 12,643 3,911
While it would appear, at first glance, that the number
of banks on the par list was declining, the recent trend
in bank mergers and consolidations affects very obviously
the number of incorporated banks in the United States.
Therefore, relative to the total number of incorporated
banks in the United States, the membership on par list
has been increasing.
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GHOWTH OF TH771 V' LUl^ AM) AMOUNT OF ITO.S HANDLED
Year Daily Average Volume Daily Average Amount
1919 1,110,791 $524,960,916
1920 1,240,753 437,498,900
1921 1,447,300 333,048,266
1922 1,624,647 417,124,214
1923 1,775,488 543,989,588
1924 1,900, 005 580,902,669
j. , yyu , o / C O a £57 £OKOO O , OfcO , O<£0
1926 2,106,941 726,114,044
1927 2,395,208 773,332,222
1928 2,466,658 838,066,111
In 1919 the amount of the items handled daily was 472.6
times larger than the number of items. In 1928 with the
average daily number of i tents 1,355,867 more than in
1919 the daily average amount has declined to 335.7 times
larger than the daily average volume. This decline in
the amount, in the face of such a large increase in
volume, is due to the fact that the use of checks has
become more widespread and that checks are now being used
for the payment of small as well as le.rge items.
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GOLD SSTTL^M^T FUND
CLHU'
OUTLINE OF CHAPTER VIII
TH7^ GOLD SETTL^v^KT FUND
I. Establishment of the Gold Settlement Fund
a. on I/ay 1, 1915
b. conducted as a method of adjusting
balances between Federal Reserve Banks
II. Regulations Governing Gold Settlement Fund
a. each Federal Reserve Bank to deposit in
the fund at least $1,000,000
a. outgrowth of the gold settlement fund
b. conducted on sai-.e plan as gold settlement
fund
c. consisted of gold held to reduce liability
of Federal Reserve Banks against outstanding
Federal Reserve notes
d. makes possible payment without physical
transfer of gold
a. installation of leased wire system
1. provided easy way of making
daily settlements
b. establishment of a daily settlement plan
1. method of making daily s ettlements
2. exception made for San Francisco
Federal Reserve Bank
V. Privilege of Branches to Make Direct Settlements Extended
VI. Changes J£ade in 1920
a. reporting done at close of day instead of
following morning
b. authorization to make payment through the
gold settlement fund to tne Treasurer of the
United States for tne account of member
national banks in connection with the five
per cent redemption fund
VII. Growth of Transactions through trie Gold Settlement Fund
III. Federal Res°rve Agents' Fund
IV. Progress L/Iade in the Fund in 1918
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GOLD S^TTL^i^NT FUND
The gold settlement fund was established by
the Federal Keberve Board on Lay 1, 1915 but was not
very active until after the inauguration of the com-
pulsory par collection system on July 1, 1916. From
that date the volume of weekly clearings through the
gold settlement fund increased appreciably. The fund
was originally conducted as a method of adjusting
balances between the Federal Reserve Banks. /Annual
Report of the Federal Reserve Board - 1916 - page 30/
The regulations governing tne gold settlement
fund provide that each Federal Reserve Bank deposit in
the fund at least $1,000,000. Actual operations, how-
ever, have led to the upbuilding of balances many times
this amount. The total deposits for the twelve banks
on December 30, 1916 were £169,740,000. /Annual Report
of the Federal Reserve Board - 1916 - page 106/
The scope of the operations of the gold
settlement fund was enlarged to include a similar fund
for Federal Reserve Agents. The Federal Reserve Agents'
Fund was conducted on the same plan as the gold settle-
ment fund. It consisted of gold held by Federal Reserve
Agents to reduce the liability of Federal Reserve Banks,
against Federal Reserve notes outstanding; and deposited
with the Federal Reserve Board. /Annual Report of the
Federal Reserve Board - 1916 - pages 108 and 109/
Adjustments of amounts due among Federal Reserve Banks
were made weekly through book entries with the gold
settlement fund.
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The establishment of the .Federal Reserve
Agents' i'und makes possible payments not only by the
federal Reserve Banks but also by the Reserve Agents
and their ovvn banks without the physical transfer of
gold or its equivalent. The Federal Reserve Agents'
Fund on December 30, 1916 showed a balance of $102,580,000.
/Annual Report of the Federal Reserve Board - 1916 -
page 106/
In making their reports on the value of the
gold settlement fund three Federal Reserve Banks - those
located in Cleveland, St. Louis, and Kansas City - em-
phasized the contribution which the establishment of
the fund had made to the stabilization of exchange.
/Annual Report of the Federal Reserve Board - 1916 -
pages 292, 358, and 404/
The Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland explains the
situation rather clearly:
"Through the gold settlement fund at Washington
we have been able tj accept from our member banks, for
credit, exchange on any of the Federal Reserve cities.
Our member banks are able to replenish their reserves
with us through deposits by their correspondents for our
credit in the other Federal Reserve Banks, while w<= agree
to furnish exchange for excess balances. The demand from
our member banks for this service has oeen only nominal."
/Annual Report of the Federal Reserve Board - 1916 -
page 292/
PROGRESS i«:ADE IN TH- FUND IN 1918
There were two important innovations in the
operation of the Gold Settlement Fund in 1918. The first
was the installation, on July 1, 1918, of the leased
telegraph wire system which connected all the Federal
Reserve Banks and branches with the Board's office at
Washington. The installation of this system provided an
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- aiei - bis oS 9vie 89a X.si9ij9'd 3At lo j'iw H9H XsxjflnA\
\dOI 3££<i
3At 1c e./Xsv sAt' ofi 8**0^3-1 il3At gniiUm nl
eaoxtt - arfnjsa 9vi9seH Xsi9b9i 3*1At bnui Jn9ia?XJJ9s bXoa
-me - ^J-xO asanas baa , aiuoJ t i3 , bxi&X9V9l3 nx b3tnooL
.agnsxioxs "to aoxo'esxXxdaJ a extt oj 9bam bad bnul Mil
- dIGI - bisoE 9VT9a»H XBiabaf 9xtf "ic J1049H XaxmnA^
bna ,3eS ,262 ssva^
9ito enxaXqxa bnsX9-r9X
no^gnxneaW baux Jneuis X4 J93 bXog 9£tf xigucjiriT"
10I , atfacd setfjaea ixjg moil «Jq9')Ds ci 9Xd.es ns9d svjsrt sw
. 39xix0 9V19B9H" XB19b9l 9liJ" 10 (HB flO agJlAtiOX* ,tlbaij
89vxra9i ixgiiJ xiaineX-ei J 9Xus i'LB a.*nad I9dia9ai iuO
iuo 10I aJngbncqe -iico ixextt v,d aixao^sb A^uoiAt ex/ n*x?/
seigfi 9W eXixiw .ajinsd 9vi939*i XjBT9b«'i 19A3& &tlt ni Jibaio
Oct 1 bns.J9b 9flT . aeonaXad 3893X9 ic'i 9^nauox9 Aeiniut ^t
"
. Xanxorcn v,Xxio ns9d aaxl gaxviga axrSJ 101 s;inx;d 190019111 ixiw
- dXeX - bieoS 9/-X989H Xa'i*b9'ii 3At ic Jioq9H XeunnA^
3^3 q
BXG'X HI QHU'i r-rKT tfl 7CiA.il SSftilOOH^l
3dt ni anc x J'avonni .txia^ioqiai: ow^ 9i9ff 9 rx9flT
Ja'xt'l exiT . 8X6X nx bnxr'a itintas-lttsQ bXcC 9dj to nox^i9qo
b93J£>3i 9d^ "xo ,8X8X ,X \;Xw T, no , nox^aXXa^8ni ent aaw
Xi3T^b9 rd 3dt J. Xb bs^ognnco noxiiw ia9J8^e aviw 114,3159X9^
Jis 90illo a'bisoh. 3At ri^xw 3 9rionaiJ bns aAnaEL 9Vi^39H
ne be hi J"8^8 QtAt Ic nzitailstani 3AT .no^^nxiiaaW
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expedi tious
,
easy way of making daily settlements and of
improving the collection and clearing service. The
Federal Reserve Bank of San j-rancisco /Annual Report of
the Federal Reserve Board - 1918 - page 743/
made telegraphic transfers for its member banks free of
charge and absorbed al 1 charges for telegrams to and
from Washington with the result that increased use of
Federal Reserve Bank telegraphic transfers is being made
by the member banks of this district.
The second innovation was the establishment,
on July 1, 1918, of a daily settlement plan. In their
reports for 1916 the Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank /Annual
Report jf the Federal Reserve Board - 1916 - page 322/
suggested thet it would be more advantageous to have
settlement ma.de more frequently than once a week and the
Richmond Federal Reserve Bank /Annual Report of the
Federal Reserve Board - 1916 - page 304/
suggested that a daily settlement plan would be most
effective
.
The daily gold settlement plan contributed much
to the effective operation of the par collection system
because
:
1. transactions through the fund have an
important relation with the reserve
position of the banks
2. the Federal Reserve Board is informed
at once of the effect on each bank's
reserves of the day's transactions
3. it has played an important part in fiscal
agency operations, making it possible for
1c bna ainsaeli J"9e 'tXiab gnj^am 1c ^avr ^.eae , auoli ibe^xe
9dT ,90ivi98 s^xiaaXo bn.3 aoxJoglXoo 9dJ ixvoi4.inx
"13 XoXjn:;A^. GoaxonBii naCi 1c /Inati 97?s»9H iai9b9'i
\£&V 9§aq. - 8X&X - ClfiOa 9V1^39hl I3^9b9^ 9Xll
1c 991! a^nad i9diin9ra ail tol aralan&if oiiv^si-gelsf eb&m
bna ci 3iasi5)9le»^ 10I ssgiario I is jbediosda bna 93iado
Is 93iJ b93£9iorsx 3"Bd«J jIub91 9diJ dJ"iw aoJ
r
4fiirias'*? inoii
9bam ax eialanaiJ oxxiiS^gsXeJ" ina£ ©visaed X.Ti9b9 ri
.J-ox-iosxb aidJ xo axnsJ i9dia9:n 9ri,f ^
,
^ n9oiiia ild i ^a9 amgW aaw nox tfavonni brico9s eriT
•risriJ nl .nalq. jnsaeXUsa iltab .3 lc ,3161 ,1 iluT, no
lBunnf\\ ifisa 9visa9i-I Xai9b9'i a;fnaX;tA sci) dXcX aol a)?Q'+9i
9S«vi - 3X6X - biBcE 9vi>a93 X*i^b9H sri* lc Jio^9H
9vari o.t 3iJC9S3^ns vJja 9icin a j oXuo'.v j-^d^ b&i 39isua
onj ona 2L99W a 5ono nanJ jn9J.rp9"x I 9Tccn 9djb:ii jfio.flftXJ^^a
9.^ 1c tioqgH XavnnA\ inaS 9Viea9H Xai9bA ri bncmdoxfl
\£0£ 9§aq. - dX^I - biaoS 9vi«a9H Xai9b9'i
Jaoni 9d bluow naXq. Jnsius-lJi 9a \^Xiab s JadJ b9^89^aJJa
.
9V £i09l't9
/lO Uiii 09 $ lid i'lJflCD II ~X <j'1' !'9 ' ^ 9S '': f os vJiixh *i HT
ma-Je^a noi^oelXco laq adi lc noi^ais^o 9vxl39ll9 9riJ cit
: 9au309<j
na evert bnu't e?J [tyuoidi anc iSoBziiB-ii
. I
9vi989i 9fi.J d^xw noiJ"isX9i JnaJicqmi
a^nad edJ lo nox.xxaoq
bamicla,i ai iaaoo. 9V19B9H iaisbo-I 9d^ ^J «
B'jfnaJ rioa9 no J09il9 9d»t 1c sono ja
anoiJoaanaU a'^ab 9dtf lo B9Vi9a9"x • ^- r
^
Xaoaxl nx ^ia^ iuBiioximt na bs'talq, aad ^x .£ k
10 i sXdxaeo^ 3i gnx^an
,
anox J^aisqo '^ons^a
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the Treasury to transfer sums of money
at a minimum consumption of time to
districts where funds were needed
4. it has eliminated the large "due from"
balance formerly frequently accumulated
until settlement day. With a large "due
from" balance the reserve of a Federal
Reserve Bank was naturally affected. /Annual
Report cf the Federal Reserve Board - 1916 -
page 526/
The daily settlement plan was put into operation
in accordance with the method outlined in the succeeding
sentences. By ten o'clock eastern time every morning each
Federal Reserve Bank will have telegraphed to the Board the
amounts credited to other Federal Reserve Banks on the
previous day. Clearing is made by the Boara in the form of
book entries. Y/ithin an hour each Federal Reserve Bank
is notified of the credits to its account through other
Federal Reserve Banks and also the net debit or credit to
its g'old settlement account.
In the case of the San Krancisco Bank, which has
four branches located in Seattle, Spokane, Portland, and
Salt Lake City, an exception was made. These branches were
authorized to make their reports in the same manner as the
Federal Reserve Banks directly to the Board. The net
debit or credit balance of each branch, however, is adjusted
through the gold settlement fund account of the main office.
The branches do not maintain accounts with the fund.
Through the leased wire system and the gold
settlement fund daily settlements are made in about one
o j 9Jxtj j io n o x j v ; . j c o iiijjiiiX
n
s.m b jb
b9b99n si;
"mcil 9ub M
' V X - ' . AJ -ti
£319bs% B *tO 9VI9891 B&t Q'OCI&ISQ
LsunnA\ .betDells illsiuisn ssw e 1
- 3191 - bisoS 8VI98 9H Lsiebsl sdi ic ;
BJB# flBlu J"n9:n9lJ-^ 98 vlifib 9iiT
riu£9 gnxmcai \i9V9 9mii iiisj e£9 /ioo.
9rij bn£o£ 9ftf oct b9n\i£igsi9d- evsri IS.
seonsJ use
>fl liJisbe'T"
w r.'viijjGfilB
10 ililC I nx O'IBCa 9i:J £d 9bBiU SX 3X1X1B9.JL0
.
££b sii^ivsiti
>ffi£a evi9e9H lBi9b9 r»i noas luori hb &lar|W
. e9xiJfl9 tfccd
i9ftto rigucirW wHucoos eJi cd" s^xbeio 9do '10 bsi'ii^on ei
0910 1C JX09b ^9fl CeXB bflB SQUIBS 9 I 18 3 3/1 l£1
leg L
afiri r'y i rfw
, lasS o o a x
o
c*iJd"£9^ ni. iD9J"J800l 89riC»nBT0' 1Ucl
SBW noiJq90X9 SB ,^10 9?b3j *riB8
sJiousi Ti:9/iJ" 9:£sin bssiioxi^UB
919W 39rfonBlCf 989flT ,9bj
9rt;t s-G isnxiBin sair.a srii i
,wloUQ OJ \,XJ^?I1D aJtOBa 3Vlfi09h XB19b9i
bsJai'tbB ax ,i9V9wori
t rtonsid nos* Iq sohsIbo ^xbsio 10 Jitfsb
.
eoxl'to niBm 9itt '1c ..'nuoDOB bnxj'i Jn9ni9ljjsa blog 9riJ- nsucmj
^ i,J iiJ iVV 8-t«wcoob nJxr JnXBm Jon ob aenoriBTcf stfT
Llog 9nJ bnB ing^sya 9ixw t9 3B9l 9jtW rfsi/oulT
©no ^uccfB ni Sbrfaj eiB BJnsmal^Jse ylisb bnjjl ^n9/n9icT >i98
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hour. This enables each Federal Reserve Bank to know
the exact status of its account, to settle its balances
with other banks, and all 7/ithout the physical transfer
of a single gold dollar!
The growth in the volume of daily settlements
through the gold settlement fund was steady and continuous.
The privilege of having branches of Federal Reserve Banks
settle directly with the Federal Reserve Board at Washing-
ton was extended until in 1921 sixteen branches were
making direct se ttlements ./Annual Report of the Federal
Reserve Board - 1921 - page 58/
In 1920 there were two changes Gi&de in tie
methods and privileges of the gold settlement fund. On
Larch 1 arrangements were made to have all Federal Reserve
Banks and direct settling branches telegraph at tne close
of the day the gross amount collected for the account of
each other Federal Reserve Bank and direct settling branch.
The book entries ar= made at once, and telegrams sent to
each bank and direct settling branch so that they will be
available at the beginning of the next business day. Thus,
the necessary individual bank entries can be made and the
books finally closed for the preceding day. This new plan
has eliminated the inter-Federal Reserve Bank "float"
which had formerly been carried by some Federal Reserve
Banks for other Federal Reserve Banks because of the fact
that payments had been received one day auead of trie payment
through the gold settlement fund.
890DB.
1319 591 A0B9 89ldBH9 SXilT
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iJJOll
eil Ic ahiaJa 3obx9 9riJ
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i?39H lBi9^9 r'j lo 89nonxrid gnxvsA 1o 9£eXxviici 9uT
JB DIBOh. 9/1339/1 XB19X.9'*. 9AJ AJXW ^1^091X1) 9iJ^9£
w asiionGiQ aeesjcle ISei nx XxJajj x>oX,n9Jx9 bbw no*
Isiob9V $ri3 'ic ^lo^ah. XBJJAnA\
\8d 9;
1
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. bflui Jn9i39l^j9e blog 9itt
9a Jo^ixb gni
- >.1BO£ 9V1989H
[IS A3 OciGX nl
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9V1'"'39fi lJB19i)9 ri XXiS 9VBli lJ 9;jjani "19# a J £] 9 1119 -ri B11B X p'oifi !
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i
Big9 XsJ" 39rioriJ3ior ^niXiige ioeiiij bna b^abO.
10 JnjjaoojB &jd$ icl X)9J-09XXoo Jrujoias 88013 9 tit ^bx> md* ic
riortBicf ^r.iliJsa iosiib has ^.naS. 9vi98se>i lazzbe'i isxitfc Aoa9
oj »fi93 3108139X60 jab ,9onc i b 9bBin °ib 89Xitffi9 >foca 9xiT
9d XJiw i?>L\i i&rii oe rioriBid gniXJiae Jo*ii© bn.s vnaa riaBS
c j4niAnla9Ci 9rtf ,je 9XdBXxBUCiT . T£BX) 239nicJJCf iX9fi 94$
ftf>j 1 hfl P 4 P. Stilt CfcK n nr. U « r -V •* T! _ ' r»rrKrtt t (<« } M . ." wiiij ^jj-om r»u bji uiifi snau XBJJDX v XOflX v^ a 8 e 09fl ^AJ
nsXq W9n siAT ,.>£Afc aa^&sas^u 9Ai ici b93 0xo /XXsnil srfcod
''-tscXX w ^AJBff 9V1989H lB1«X>9 rt£-19
.JflX 9X11 bfiimiliuilQ ftrtri
Si- 0 8 /19XX18Q A 9 90 ^XlSmiC X JOBA fVOXAW
Jobt eAi Ic 9ex^B09d sji'aefi 9vipe9H XBie o9'X i&tiJo 10'i exnad
oxd^aq, 9xlJ- Ic X)B9i.B Qflo x>9vx909i fi99d 1 sA aJ"neai\>ii} J"eAi
On April 10 the Board authorized the federal
Reserve Banks to make payment through the gold settlement
fund to the Treasurer of the United States for the account
of member national banks for credit to their five per cent
redemption fund against national bank notes to be ?nade in
any amount. This drought about a considerable increase
in the number and volume of this type of transaction.
/Annual Report of the Federal Reserve Board - 1920 - page
70/
To illustrate the manner in which the average
weekly settlements grew during the first few years after
the establishment of the gold settlement fund, the following
table is copied from the Annual Report of the federal
Reserve Board for 1920, page 71:
1920 $1,793,584,000
1919 - 1,422,774,000
1918— 1,015,399,500
1917 - 522,206,000
1916 - 106,422,000
1915 31.898,000
After 1921 practically no changes were made in
the method of operating the gold settlement fund. Of course,
as time went on the average daily settlements through the
fund kept pace with the increased membership on par list and
with the increased volume and amount of items handled by the
banks in the par collection system which has previously
been discussed in detail.
L&isbs'i s>£i$ bssiictiiuu biaod 9itf OX XxkiA n0
inotueLizee bXcg ecii ti^uoiiiJ 2n$sciB\± 9^jbzi oi a>lna& svisecH
inucoos 9rii lei aeosJE b9tf inU 9<i.J 10 leauaaeti 9nj oj fini;.
inao 194. 9vi rt lierij cJ Jibeio icx etinad iBnoijsn isdij*^ to
nx fl&Pfi 9Cf 2'jicn jLa^d XBnciian Ja^.XBgB bnxil ncii^iir9i)9i
9eB9Tuni ? J cfB*i^Lv ; enco s it Jfi .trigucxG .--.j..v; . J nx/caia *CnB
.noiJoBsnBU 1c 9q^J Birtt 1© sniuXov £>n« ledmun 9itt ni
9 3Bq - QSei - JblBoS 9vi, 8*H XB19D91 9rtf tc tto^eH X««C*\
19ilB 81B9^ \V9 rI iaill 9ri4 SniliJb W91g 3^9019X44 98 ^X^99W
3nx>voXXoT 9ri4 , bnu'i Jn?ni9X4493 bXog 9ri4 ic Jn^inris ildaiee 9rii
Xbi*59>; "ic InunnA *ri4 flicil bei^oo ex 9XdB4
:XV e ;6(.i ,GiiGX ic'i fciBoS 9Vi«a«H
ooo^sa.cev.xe osex
oco ,*vv, ss* , X'^-^--^~-~^x t*Npft
ooe ^es.exo.x axex
ooo.dos^sa --vxex
OOG.SS^.dOX dXCX
000, 868, X£ ^Pjw^M cIGX
ni sbBui 9i9W 39^nBrio on "^XXbo iJoaiq X:>GX nr>i iA
,98-xjjoo 10 . bniil 4neni9X449B bXcg 9*14 5*nX4B'i9qo ic bori49iri 9ri4
9ri4 ri-QXioirii 84n9tn9X449B ^Xxsb 93BTPVB 9ri4 nc in9tf 9mx4 aa
bfiB 4siX iBq no qiiisipdnfpxn b93B9ionx eiii ni iw 9C>Bq. 4q9:K bnui
9ri4 ^d b9XbnBri 3x:t9ii io ini/oiiiB brie 9rauXcv b9aB9ioni n4xw
^Xsuoiv9iq aBd rfoifivr msis^a nox4o9XXoo iBq 9n'4 ni eiinjsd
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CHAPT5R IX
THE VALUE OF THE STUDY
As a result of this study of the Par Collection
System, one is impressed by the systematic, thorough manner
in which the Federal Reserve Banks make their annual reports;
and by the promptness with which the Federal Reserve Board
takes action on the suggestions contained in those reports.
The Par Collection System has made a very im-
portant contribution to the business world. The dominant
interest of business people is in efficiency and speed.
The check is an efficient, quick way to pay bills of all
kinds. Through the capable handling of checks, made possible
by the Par Collection System, checks nave become the common
means of settling all business transactions and have even
found their way into the payment of household accounts.
As the business world goes forward with rapid
strides so trie Par Collection System, through its capable
guardian, the Federal Reserve Board, keeps pace with the
trends in industrial activity.
Further, one is impressed by the efficiency of
the United States Government in putting into operation
the Federal Reserve Board, in regulating the activities of
the Federal Reserve Banks througn this Board, and in making
it possible for all people to enjoy the convenience of such
a reliable method of settling transactions - the check.
XI HFT'iAH^
Y(IUT8 RKT \0 PILIAV 5THT
noid'oslIoO i.6 k : etii Ic \;bL'Je air!;* Ic 3 Luae>i a aA
lennsm nguoiortf ,oi jjsrns^ s^a srtt >£d £933914.1111 si snc .me^e^S
d"iou9*i iBunnfi lisri^ p>iBfli s^nsS evisegK Lsisb?* i ^ r <J" noiriw ni
biBoS tvi-'aefl iBiebn'i rfoiriw riJiw ssgnJqmoiq 9ricT v.d bnB
.
etaoqgi 980ftf ni bsniBJnco anoiiaeg^ua 9ri;t nc nci^ojs ee:i&J
-mi xiev & eb&m afiri MPiaxg noi^osiloL "iB-i 9iiT
tttBUia&b erlT . dIiow aagniaud sii* noiJudinJaoo JnBJicq
,£>99qa bnB ^on9ioiil9 ni ai 9lqc9q aa9niaud "ic Ja9i9Jni
IIb 1c ellicf ^sq oJ x«w rfyiup t tneio i'lls eis ai 2f09ria 9iiT
cfiaaoq ebsm t e>Io9ria ic :3ni Ibnsri 9idBqB0 9/ii risuoirlT .abai^
nommoo srii 9mcosd 9vsri aaoerio jflieJa^S noiJo9iIo3 iB-i 9riJ ^d
H9V9 gvsri bnB anoi^oBanBiJ 389n.iai'd ILs ^niIJcf9a ic snBem
9ldBqB0 a^i ri-QUCzri) t ai9J ex.3 nciJoglloO X6 ;. mU ce esbiiJe
<iK.t f(.t XW o r'A(j Bil99>r DIBCfcL c,V1'i 69H Ij?1f>b9'I 9riiJ nBib'IBU2
,Y,^ivi^0B Isii^eubni ni ebn9i.t
Ic ^on9ioil't9 9riJ ^6 bgeasiqaii ai 9no , isrilii/H:
noi^Bi9qo cJni ^niJJjjq ni tneuwiev oC bsJb^o boJiflU 9riJ
*io e^iJ'i'/iJoB ?n^ %niJsljj;g9i ni ,biBcS 9vi~89/i j.B7? 09 r*nj
gniiBw ni bna .biBOfcf zicLt rijuciftt etfnBS 9V*ir>a9H lBi9b9'i. *riJ
ricua 'ic 9on9in9vnoo 9riJ" vci,ne 0 ct 8lqc9q IIb ici 9ldiiiecq ^i
.ucxj 0b a i 1 b
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CHAPTER X
B IBL 10GRAPHY AED APPENDIX
i y only references were the Annual Reports
of the 1 ederal Reserve Board for 1916, and 1918 through
1928; Pederal Reserve Board Regulations, series of 1928;
and the Pederal Reserve Act as Amended and With Appendix.
Reference to the exact page on which may be found the
original statement has been made in the text of the
thesis following each important fact or quotation.
Therefore, I do not believe it is necessary to list
those references here.
All of these reference pamphlets are published
by the Government Printing Office in Washington and may
be obtained by applying to the Federal Reserve Board.
On the following page I am attaching a map
which shows the location of the twelve Pederal Reserve
districts. The map may be of assistance in visualizing
the sections which were most progressive in tne in-
stallation of the Par Collection System and those which
were equally active in opposing it.
X HSTT'iAHO
ri^ucirivt 8XGX bnB , 3X2X iol biBo& ©visa©.! XBi9b9"I 9riJ 1o
\ 8SGX to a9i-x9e ,enoi;tBXiJS9H fcTBoS 9Vi9as>I XBT9i>9'i ;83GX
.xibn94.uA ri^i'V briB bobn9.i:A aB ioA ^vi^ssM XB'i9b9l 9riJ" bns
sift feauet «(f taun xfoixlw no e&iq. iosxe scii oi eonaittsn
sriS 1o Sx^i 9fi.t ni sham need aaii Jn9tu9J'B^a Xsniaiio
.no iS J3«J"CiJp 'io lojst ^nsJio^itii noB* :§niwoXXol ei89riJ"
JeiX oJ ->ciB83909n ai fj sv9iX9d Jen ob I , 9iol9i9nT
^Bra bna nc-tsnirtaB.V ni ©oi'liO sniJaii 4! JnsMnmavoO ariJ \.(S
. biBoS. svi^e^ri Isi^be^ ?iiS ct ^ni^iq^s '0 benisicio otf
cjjewi b sniriDB^^B £ctb I s^b^. gniwoXXol ^xid" flO
9V1969H lBi9b9i Lewi vrit 1o noi.fsooX ecii avrorie rioiriw
§n ixiXsuaiv ni euriB^aiasB 1c ed y;Bni qB.cn 9riT . aJoii^aib
-ni friJ ni 9v iaasTgciSi. i aom anew rloidw anoi$09e 9ii3
rioiriw 9 acrid" biiB meiax^ nciJoeXIo'J ib'X 9riJ "to noidBiXs-Ja
,Ji ,^fiiL.oqqo ni eviJue <;J.iBiJp9 9'i9W
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